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become a trauma-informed feminine
embodiment educator

This training will certify you to become a Somatic Educator for Women, that

offers you unique & holistic teachings to guide yourself and others back into

attunement with the feminine principle, presence, the body, psyche, and

nervous system, as the greatest access points we have available to live as

our soul-based, authentic expression. 

Facilitated by an expert faculty and offering a unique, in-depth curriculum,

you will walk away with the skills & embodied tools that support women to

come back to a somatic sense of safety, freedom and aliveness within

themselves. 

 

You will have the capacity to lead retreats, workshops and 1:1 sessions for

women in a unique body of work in feminine embodiment. 

 

You will be trained in a holistic map of teachings that investigate body

intelligence, Somatic psychology, shadow work, nervous system health,

somatic therapeutic dance, meditation, menstrual cycle awareness, the erotic,

sexual sovereignty, feminine spirituality, trauma-informed facilitation and

embodied leadership as the road maps to reclaiming body wisdom &

feminine principle in all areas of life.



F E E L I N G  S A F E ,

A L I V E  &  F R E E  I N

Y O U R  B O D Y  I S  Y O U R

B I R T H  R I G H T



The somatic erotic educator training has truly changed my life. My

nervous system will be thanking me for the rest of my life. I was already

in the field of sexuality and women's health and this training truly brought

me the next level. I'm so grateful I followed my inner guidance and

decided to join the training. 

 

- FEATHER, USA

The training with Maanee will change your life and the life of all those you

are in contact with. Reclaim your body sovereignty and lifeforce and learn

the importance of being part of the current reset humanity is undergoing,

through embodiment of the feminine with Maanee and her team, in a safe,

trauma informed and empowering way. 

 

- KAY, UK

This training brought so much value into my life. I found safety in my

body, learned how to self regulate, access pleasure and aliveness in my

body. I'm so grateful for Maanee & Blaire, for the transmissions, their

presence and care for the whole group, for opening the space to cultivate

more permission, inner authority and more acceptance of who I am. 

 

- INES, BELGIUM



what is
somatics?

Somatics offers us a therapeutic,
sensation-based approach to self-
exploration and transformation. 

Different from top-down, masculine oriented modalities that encourage people to

follow an outside-in formula for change and healing, somatic learning is centred in

feminine intelligence, guiding you to form a unique and FELT relationship with

yourself and your own wisdom by sensing your experience from the inside. 

 

Somatic inquiry assists us in birthing otherwise unknown parts of ourselves and our

experience into the known, by making the unconscious conscious. 

 

This inquiry allows a softening into what is alive for us in the present moment, 

gently empowering you to meet, explore, feel, breathe into, hold 

and integrate exiled parts of yourself; the parts that we want to ignore, push away

and not feel - from unprocessed shame, anger and unworthiness to the disowned

pleasure, power & life force living inside of you. 

 



principles of education



H O W  C A N  I  B E L O N G
I N T I M A T E L Y  T O  M Y S E L F  A N D
T H I S  L I F E ,  A N D  T H R I V E  I N
L O V I N G  S E R V I C E  T O  T H E
W O R L D  A S  A N  E M B O D I E D ,
S O V E R E I G N  W O M A N ?

A P P L Y  N O W

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PcESM7us8Rw_SJDpi29RktOP8JVDUBnFeMGFE-g5z-c/viewform?edit_requested=true


an Institute of Complementary Therapists
accredited course

The IICT (International Institute of Complementary Therapies) is a network of over

10,000 complementary therapists from around the world, helping to support the

recognition and credibility of over 1,100 different modalities of this work.

 

The Somatic Educator for Women Certification has been registered as a course in the

modality of “somatic education”. 

 

We are the first of our kind with IICT, as somatic education is a new modality that

we had to apply to have created and approved, so we're very excited to be

broadening the reach and recognition of this work.

Your certificate of completion of the course (subject to you completing all the

practices and final practicums) will now formally recognise the 100+ hours of

education you have been through. 

 

IICT membership as a Qualified Practitioner of Somatic Education is the available to
graduates, offering you access to  IICT's insurance partners and network.

 

 
The Somatic Institute for Women receives no benefit, financial or otherwise, from your membership with

IICT: we have applied for our accreditation entirely to boost the credibility and value of our course and are

in no other way affiliated with IICT.



modules

MODULE  1 :  FOUNDATIONS

Embodied leadership 

Reclaiming the sacred in sensation & dismantling internalised oppressive

structures 

Somatic safety

Somatic shadow work

The masks we wear to seek validation & approval

Psychological projection 

Trauma & the nervous system 

Women & the nervous system 

Embodied presence 

Un-shaming: somatic therapeutic interventions 

MODULE  2 :  TRAUMA-INFORMED & SOMATIC
FACILITATION SKILLS 

The person-centred approach & the therapeutic relationship 

Trauma-informed facilitation 

Somatic Facilitation - Identification, story & narrative

Somatic Facilitation - Sensation-based, present moment relating

Somatic Facilitation - Deepening questions, curiosity & allowing

MODULE  3 :  SOMATIC FEMININE INTELLIGENCE

The Feminine vs patriarchal femininity 

The menstrual cycle 

Menopause 

Sensuality & the nervous system 

Erotic intelligence, pleasure & the nervous system 

Sexuality & the nervous system 

Somatic dance therapy 

Therapeutic erotic dance



Internalized misogyny in women 

Decolonization & the collective patriarchal embodiment of the feminine 

The history of misogyny & female genitalia

Ageism, sexism & body shame

The Madonna/Whore split 

Sacred rage 

Slut shaming, threat, jealousy & competition between women 

The witch wound

Decolonizing gender

MODULE  4 :  SHADOW SIDE OF THE FEMININE

MODULE  5 :  EMBODIED SEXUALITY
 & EROTIC INDIVIDUATION

The social and political view on patriarchy & the oppression of sexuality 

Body/sexual sovereignty 

Introduction to sexual trauma

Erotic individuation & the 4 fold process

Female anatomy of arousal

MODULE  6 :  ACCESSING YOUR GENIUS & FEMININE
CENTRED BUSINESS

Creating your teachings

How to structure & create workshops

Introduction to Feminine-centred business



The significant nuanced shifts I sensed in myself over the course of this

incredibly intimate and intricate journey has brought new meanings, and

new ways of feeling and being at home within myself. I "cherish the love"

that emanated and passed between everyone present and was held

authentically and compassionately by the facilitators and faculty. 

 

- MARWA, EGYPT

This course provides you with grounded somatic practices to use with

your client in order to give them access to their aliveness and

authenticity. It is rich in content and experience, something every woman

should experience.

 

-  DEANNA, USA

This training is an accurate combination of intellectual, emotional,

embodied & spiritual work that every women who desires aliveness &

freedom within should have access to.

 

- ZO, ISRAEL



T H E  B O D Y  I S  T H E

N U R T U R E R  O F  A L L

O U R  D E E P E S T

K N O W L E D G E .

A P P L Y  N O W

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PcESM7us8Rw_SJDpi29RktOP8JVDUBnFeMGFE-g5z-c/viewform?edit_requested=true


what's included?

6 modules of somatic and embodiment teachings that include live

sessions & pre-recorded sessions

More than 100 hours of live teaching session (recorded for re-

stream)

All content downloadable for lifetime access

Pre-recorded practice videos

A package of embodiment practices & teachings that you can

facilitate and incorporate into your work 

A support coach team that have gone through the training

before, available for trauma-informed guidance, questions & to

help support the community

Digital training manual received at the end of the training

Online community forum for connection with the whole group,

questions and communication with course facilitators 

Certificate of graduation (if competencies are met)

Opportunity for membership & insurance with the International
Institute of Complimentary Therapies (suject to personal

registration with IICT with further costs involved)



course structure

Monthly Integration Calls

Close knit support through your Pod

Alongside the weekend live sessions, once a month, we will have an

integration call for all participants who wish to join that will be an open

space for digesting the material of the course.

The format of these sessions will be based around whatever wants to

come through our group at each time and so may include extra

teachings, Q&As or therapeutic sessions.

These calls will be a space of emergence, integration and deep listening

outside of the live teaching calls.

Each course participant is assigned to a "pod" - a smaller group of

participants in similar time zones.

 You pod, lead by a dedicated support coach, will be your closest

source of support and community throughout the training, with a

monthly call to share the impact of the training and digets the material

together.

 Along with access to our main community forum, each pod also has

their own private group for sharing and connecting.



Practices & Integration Quizzes

 Final Practicums

 1 video of you facilitating a group session (minimum of 2 other

women participating)

 1 video of you facilitating a 1:1 session

You will regularly be given guided practices that you will need to watch,

practice and/or journal about (weekly or fortnightly).

Most practices will require you to submit a recording a video of yourself

doing the exercise(s) (usually 5-15mins long). Some practices may also

require you to submit journal entries, art work or video recordings of

you guiding sessions with others. 

The lens of being an educator in this work is teaching from your direct

experience. Embodying the practices are at the core of this approach and

so you will be required to take part in all practices if you wish to be

certified at the end of the course.

After each module you will also receive an integration quiz to

demonstrate that you can express in your own words the learning and

impact you found in that module.

All submissions will have due dates to adhere to.

 

At the end of the training you will have 4 weeks after to submit 2 video

practicums:

 

 Both of these practicum videos will need to include themes & practices

of your choice from the training.

Provided both practicums demonstrate your understanding and ability to

apply and by guided by the teaching from the course, you will receive a

certificate of completion for the Somatic Educator course.



schedule & time comitment

Overall, the Somatic Educator for Women certification offers more
than 100 hours of content.

This is made up of our live teaching sessions, monthly group
integration calls, pod calls and self-study time to go through the

practices and assessment requirements.

Per month, you will need to dedicate about 25 hours to the course.

 Live teaching sessions will be held every second weekend: each live

weekend will involve 2x 3-hour sessions, 3 hours on Saturday and 3

hours on Sunday (with breaks), for a total of 6 hours per live

weekend.

Every now and then we will have two weekends off in a row for

further integration time and to catch up where needed. 

 Session times will be confirmed near the course start date.

All live sessions will be recorded and made available to re-watch after
the session.



Live teaching weekends
Date are subject to change. 

Orientation Call and course start date - Weds 15 February 2023

MODULE 1: FOUNDATIONS

Sat 18 - Sun 19 Feb

Sat 3 - Sun 5 Mar

Sat 18 - Sun 19 Mar

Sat 1 - Sun 2 Apr

MODULE 2: TRAUMA-INFORMED & SOMATIC FACILITATION
SKILLS 

Sat 27 - Sun 28 May

Sat 10 - Sun 11 June

Integration break

MODULE 3: SOMATIC FEMININE INTELLIGENCE

Sat 15 - Sun 16 July

Sat 29 - Sun 30 July

Sat 12 - Sun 13 Aug

Integration break

Sat 15 - Sun 16 Apr

Sat 29 - Sun 30 Apr

Sat 13 - Sun 14 May

Sat 24 - Sun 25 June

Sat 26 - Sun 27 Aug

Sat 9 - Sun 10 Sept



MODULE 4: SHADOW SIDE OF THE FEMININE

Sat 30 Sept - Sun 1 Oct

Sat 14 - Sun 15 Oct

MODULE 5: EMBODIED SEXUALITY  & EROTIC INDIVIDUATION

Sat 25 - Sun 26 Nov

Sat 9 - Sun 10 Dec

MODULE 6: ACCESSING YOUR GENIUS & FEMININE CENTRED
BUSINESS

Sat 6 - Sun 7 Jan 2024

Closing call and course end - Sat 13 January 2024

Sat 16 Dec

Sat 28 - Sun 29 Oct

Sat 11 - Sun 12 Nov



gaining your qualification

Specifically designed for female bodies to reconnect to their natural embodied

aliveness, the Somatic Educator for Women Certification can be taken as
EITHER a personal journey or a facilitator training, offering women the

embodied instruction needed to live a life guided by their somatic wisdom. 

complete all practices and quizzes by their due dates during the course; 

and submit 2 practicums for assessment within 4 weeks of the course

close date: 1 video of you facilitating a group session (minimum of 2

other women participating); and 1 video of you facilitating a 1:1 session.

Should you wish to graduate from the course as a certified Somatic
Educator, you will need to:

Both of these practicum videos should include themes & practices of your

choice from the training.

Provided both practicums demonstrate your understanding and ability to

apply and by guided by the teaching from the course, you will awarded a

certificate of completion for the Somatic Educator course.

Should you NOT wish to complete the assessment requirements, either

knowingly at the start of your journey or should you come to this conclusion

during the course, you are welcome to continue with the course without

adhering to the due dates, however we will not be able to certify you as a
graduate.



faculty

The Somatic Educator training is run by the Somatic Institute for Women,

which is the brain- and heart-child of our lead facilitator, Maanee Chrystal.

Maanee is a Trauma-Informed Somatic
Psychotherapist, Dance Therapist, Erotic
Educator & Somatic Integrative Trauma
therapist. 

Maanee recognises the work in the realm of
the shadow, trauma, somatics & womens
empowerment as a form of embodied activism.
She feels it is one of the most important areas
to focus on, both individually & collectively if
we desire long lasting and integrated change in
a collapsing and disembodied world.
Maanee has curated this training from her 11
years of living, breathing and researching the
themes in this training and offers her teachings
with immense groundedness, authenticity and
embodiment. 

Teaching alongside Maanee is a panel of expert guides, together bringing

decades of knowledge and experience to guide you through this journey.



Saida Désilets, Ph.D is an international advocate for

conscious, integrated sexuality through the

understanding of our Erotic Genius. She has spoken

in over 13 countries world-wide, including at the

Kripalu Institute, Mama Gena’s School of Womanly

Arts, and the St. James Church in London. 

She has guested on a variety of radio shows

where she has talked passionately about her "Art

of Succulent Living" philosophy. Also, she has been

featured in such prominent magazines as NEXUS

and Réves De Femmes. 

She was a co-contributor to the best-selling books of Dr. Christiane Northrup and Dr. Rachel

Abrams. Saida supports women to deeply understand their sensual/sexual nature and

encourages them to self-define what sexuality is for themselves.

Jenny Hale has decades of experience in coaching,

trauma, burn out & PTST, mentoring individuals,

couples, and groups. Her work focuses on self-

awareness, emotional intelligence, emotional

regulation,  trauma, effective decision-making, and

communication skills.

Jenny has an Honours degree in Psychology, and

decades of experience as a coach, trainer and mentor.

She supports people in having the results they really

want – in business and communities, as well as family

and romantic relationships. She has identified the

fastest ways to break through disempowering

lifelong patterns and achieve unimaginable results –

without doing years of therapy.

She has a particular expertise in recovery from burnout and complex PTSD, including such

complications as addictions and auto-immune illnesses.

Dr. Saida Desilets
Body philosopher, author &
 sexual sovereignty advocate

Jenny Hale
Trauma expert, emotional

intelligence coach &
psychotherapist



Maya Luna is an Oracular Poet and teacher of

Feminine Wisdom. 

She teaches online and worldwide and is the creator

of the Deep Feminine Mystery School. Her work

focuses on the resurrection of lost Feminine wisdom

and the dimension of Reality she calls the Deep

Feminine Current.

She offers through the vessel of Art, Poetry and

Spoken word, Wisdom Teachings and Embodiment

Practices focused on reconnecting human beings to

the Deep Feminine Current.

Jane Hardwicke Collings is a former midwife, teacher,

writer and menstrual educator. 

She gives workshops internationally on mother and

daughter preparation for menstruation, the spiritual

practice of menstruation, and the sacred dimensions

of pregnancy, birth and menopause. 

Jane founded and runs The School of Shamanic

Womancraft, an international Women’s Mysteries

School. Jane is the author of many books and

ecourses

Maya Luna
Poet & teacher on the deep

 feminine mysteries

Jane Hardwicke Collings
Former midwife, women's

shamanic mysteries teacher,
writer and menstrual educator 

 

https://www.deepfemininemysteryschool.com/definitions
https://www.deepfemininemysteryschool.com/read-1
https://www.deepfemininemysteryschool.com/teaching
https://www.deepfemininemysteryschool.com/teaching


Dara Silverman has been living in Tamera, a peace

research and education center and intentional

community in Portugal, since 2012. She carries

responsibility for the "Love School" and works as a

group facilitator across topics of love, sexuality and

queering relationship, building community, and

system change.

Coming from an activist background and deeply

dissatisfied working on the systemic wounds of our

civilization, she merges the political relevance of our

times with healing in love and reclaiming sexuality

from a patriarchal power-over paradigm.

Ava first came into contact with physical asana and

became an avid practitioner in 2008, while

studying philosophy at USYD. She started

attending long form spiritual retreat in 2011 in

Australia, Thailand and India. 

After over 1000 hours of yoga teacher training

and countless retreats and study programs, she

began guiding silent retreats in Australia and

abroad in 2015. 

In 2016 she opened her studio Spanda School in

South Fremantle, and since has taken 100’s of

meditators into the deep silence and truth of the

Heart, in both intensive and long form study

retreats.

Dara Silverman

Non-dual & hridaya yoga
 meditation teacher

Activist & educator on love,
sexuality and queering
relationship, building

community, and system change

Ava Irani



Wholistic Sexuality teacher Sheri Winston is a

groundbreaking, award-winning author and teacher who

offers empowering, entertaining erotic education for

everyone.

She’s the author of the award-winning Women’s

Anatomy of Arousal: Secret Maps to Buried Pleasure

(which won the American Association of Sex Educators,

Counselors and Therapists’ 2010 Book of the Year) and

Succulent SexCraft: Your Hands-On Guide to Erotic Play

and Practice. She’s also a contributor to the award-

winning Secrets of the Sex Masters.

Sheri is the founder of the Intimate Arts Center. She

offers pleasure-centered sex-ed for grown-ups with a

wide variety of practical and transformational intimate

arts educational programs.

David Bedrick, J.D., Dipl. PW is an attorney,

educator, and process worker. He founded the

Santa Fe Institute for Shame-Based Studies

where he teaches and works with individuals

from around the world. 

 

He is the author of Talking Back to Dr. Phil:

Alternatives to Mainstream Psychology and

Revisioning Activism: Bringing Depth, Dialogue,

and Diversity to Individual and Social Change.

His new book is You Can’t Judge a Body by Its

Cover: 17 Women’s Stories of Hunger, Body

Shame and Redemption. 

David Bedrick
Somatic process worker &

expert on shame, body image,
diversity and social injustice

 

Sheri Winston
Wholistic sexuality teacher,

medical professional, author of
the award-winning Women's

Anatomy of Arousal
 

Sheri’s unique holistic offerings are informed by over 20 years as a sexuality teacher, on top of

decades of practice as a certified nurse-midwife, gynecology practitioner, registered nurse,

childbirth educator and massage therapist.



Miriam Ropschitz is a writer and teacher of earth +

body-based spirituality.

For the last decade she’s been guiding women

through her body of work focused on menstrual and

sexual embodiment.

Passionate about the wild power of the Feminine,

Miriam’s work is dedicated to bringing women home

to their bodies and the earth. 

She believes all women are witches and that restoring

the witch as a sacred feminine archetype is a vital part

of women reclaiming lost feminine wisdom.

You’ll find Miriam teaching retreats and trainings,

holding powerful online courses and mentoring

magickal women from around the world.

She lives on a farm in Somerset, UK where she's

currently writing her first book.

Miriam Ropschitz
Earth- & body-based women's
mentor, menstrual and sexual

wisdom guide
 

Jasmine Alicia Carter is a Menstrual Artist & Sacred

Feminine Empowerment Mentor devoted to

empowering and educating women to reclaim their

true feminine nature, embody their menstrual

cycles and heal their sexuality. 

Her favourite way to express the feminine wisdom

is drawing with her period blood, a sacred art that

changed her life in 2016 and that today is

spreading across the globe through the Menstrual

Art Movement. 

Jasmine Alicia Carter
Menstrual cycle awareness

coach & period artist



A’ida Shibli is a queer Indigenous Bedouin woman

from Palestine who grew up under Israeli occupation;

she is a nurse, feminist, ecological and peace activist,

long-term member of Tamera and the founder of

Global Campus Palestine.

A'ida teaches on the collective patriarchal

embodiment of the feminine weaved with her activist

work as a Palestinian women against the oppression

of women.

A'ida Shibli
Queer Indigenous Bedouin

feminist, ecological and peace
activist



If you are called and feel ready to dive deeper into difficult topics then

you’ll enjoy this training. If you are ready to be vulnerable and shed some

layers then this course is for you. If you want to improve your facilitation

skills then this training is for you. This course will transform your life for

sure. The lectures will shake up your established beliefs and thought

patterns. The practices will help you to regulate yourself, to release

energetic blocks, to open you up to more aliveness and pleasure. And

connection with the group will assist in integrating all that you will learn

 

-  YULIA, CANADA

This training was a game changer for me and my womanhood,

motherhood, personhood, relationships etc. If you want to connect with

yourself in a deep, meaningful, and loving way, please take this training.

This course has helped me to connect deeply with myself and to my

aliveness. It has been the most effective softening serum for me

physically, mentally, emotionally, and energetically. I have a new intimacy

with myself and also with my partner and child. It has changed my life by

helping me navigate my inner world and outer world with more trust,

discernment, grace, resilience, love and fun!

 

- ANNE, USA



pricing

Whether you choose to pay in full or via a payment plan, a $300 USD non-
refundable deposit payment is included in your total price.

(full Terms of Agreement available on our website)

We offer an 8-month payment plan. Your first payment will include your $300 USD

deposit and your first monthly instalment, followed by 7 further monthly instalments. 

Early Bird rates
(until January 18th 2023)

 

$5,550 USD

Regular rates
 

 

$6,000 USD

IF PAYING IN FULL

IF PAYING WITH A PAYMENT PLAN

Early-Early Bird rates 
(until December 31st 2022)

 

$5,000 USD

Early-Early Bird rates 
(until December 31st 2022)

 

$5,250
 

1st instalment of $918.75

7x further instalments of $618.75

 

 

Early Bird rates 
(until January 18th 2023)

 

$5,750 USD

 
1st instalment of $981.25

7x further instalments of $681.25

 

Regular rates
 

 

$6,250 USD
 

1st instalment of $1,043.75

7x further instalments of $743.75

 



If you're ready to dive in, click below to fill out your

application form.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you have any questions, or need further information, reach

out to us at contact@somaticsforwomen.com

ready to start your journey?

A P P L Y  N O W

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PcESM7us8Rw_SJDpi29RktOP8JVDUBnFeMGFE-g5z-c/viewform?edit_requested=true


A P P L Y  N O W

Y O U R  B O D Y  
I S  A  B E A C O N

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1PcESM7us8Rw_SJDpi29RktOP8JVDUBnFeMGFE-g5z-c/viewform?edit_requested=true

